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The electronic properties of Yb-based heavy fermions have been investigated by means of

high resolution synchrotron radiation photoemission and compared with predictions of the Kondo

model. The Yb heavy fermion photoemission spectra show massive disagreement with the Kondo

model predictions (as calculated within the Gurmarsson-Schonhammer computational method).

Moreover, the Yb heavy fermion photoemission spectra give very strong indications of core-like

characteristics and compare favorable to purely divalent Yb metal and core-like Lu 4f levels. The

heavy fermions YbCu2Si 2, YbAgCu 4 and YbA13 were measured and shown to have lineshapes

much broader and deeper in binding energy than predicted by the Kondo model. The lineshape of

the bulk component of the 4f emission for these three heavy fermion materials was compared with

that from Yb metal and the Lu 4f levels in LuAI3, the heavy fermion materials show no substan-

tive spectroscopic differences from simple 4f levels observed in Yb metal and LuAI3. Also, the

variation with temperature of the 4f lineshape was measured for Yb metal and clearly demon-

strates that phonon broadening plays a major role in 4f level lineshape analysis and must be ac-

counted for before considerations of correlated electron resonance effects are presumed to be at

work.



1. Introduction

The agreement between theory and experiment for the novel electronic properties of heavy

fermion materials has long been forged by model calculations, often termed the Kondo model

(KM), and the associated Gunnarsson-Schonhammer (GS) [1] and non-crossing approximation

(NCA) [2] computational methods. For several years photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has been

called on to provide experimental verification for these model calculations. [3,4] More recently,

improvements in 1) the availability of high quality samples; 2) use of high-resolution synchrotron

PES; and 3) improvements in the level of sophistication for the GS and NCA methods, have lead

to a reexamination of the long accepted agreement between experimental results and model calcu-

lations.[5-8] The Kondo model, within the GS and NCA framework, predicts a sharply-peaked,

resonance arising from the interaction of f-level and conduction band spin states.[ 1,2] This so-

called Kondo resonance (KR) has a characteristic temperature (TK) which sets the low energy

scale (KBTK) for the material and determines the energy position and line width which are ex-

pected from PES measurements. For low TK heavy fermion materials (TK<200 K), the KR

should give rise to electronic structures vastly different (much narrower in energy) than a standard

band-structure or core-level picture. The KM becomes more complicated as the N=14 f-level de-

generacy is lifted by crystal field (CEF) and spin orbit (SOS) splittings, which give rise to Kondo

resonance sidebands associated with the primar, Kondo resonance. Still, the current level of so-

phistication in the model calculations can account for these sidebands, and the PES experimental

resolution is sufficient to distinguish these Kondo resonance features from standard PES elec-

tronic structure as will be shown below. While past PES studies have concentrated primarily on

Ce-based heavy fermions [3-5], a great deal of activity over the past two years has focused on

Yb-based heavy fermion PES studies.[8-11] Emphasis on Yb-based PES work is driven by the

great advantage of ha_ng the Kondo resonance on the occupied portion of the density of states

(DOS) for Yb systems where the KR should be directly observable in PES. Early work on the

heavy fermion YbAl3 [4,12] has recently been followed by three additional studies [8-10] and



thus represents the largest body of PES Yb-based heavy fermion work. We present PES results

for YbAI3, YbAgCu4, and YbCu2Si2, thus providing a wide range of Kondo temperatures, as

well as the non-Kondo systems LuAI3 and Yb metal providing a base-line for comparison to con-

ventional 4f materials. The five materials included in this study show PES characteristics indica-

tive of a generalized 4f photoemission picture which does not require a KM interpretation for the

heavy fermion materials and is fully described by conventional PES analysis methodologies.

2. Experimental

Experiments were carried out at the Los Alamos U3C beamline at the National

Synchrotron Light Source and the Ames/Montana State ERG/Seya beamline at the Synchrotron

Radiation Center. The samples were flux-grown single crystals where possible (YbCu2Si 2, YbAl 3,

LuAl3) , slow cooling of stoichiometric melt, sealed in Ta, for YbAgCu 4, and UHV m situ evapo-

rated Yb films for Yb metal. The samples were cleaved or evaporated in ultra high vacuum with a

chamber base pressure of 3-7x10 -11 Torr. Temperature was controlled by placing the sample in

direct contact with a cryostat cooled either by liquid helium, liquid nitrogen, or a closed cycle He

refrigerator. The experimental resolution was determined to be 45-65 meV at hv=6O_V and -100

meV at hv=102-120eV for these high resolution experiments. Although the characteristic Kondo

and crystal field iinewidths are expected to be smaller than this resolution, we show that the natu-

ral line width is -- 100 meV; and thus experimental resolution is more than adequate. This point

is established in detail elsewhere.[5,6] The characteristic temperatures of the heavy fermions

considered in this work are YbCu2Si 2 (TK--40 K), YbAl 3 (TK--400 K) and YbAgCu 4

(TK _ 100 K).

3. Results and Discussion

In Fig. 1 we show PES results (la) as well as GS calculations (lb) for YbCu2Si2 wittt the

energy reference being the Fermi level. The full valence band taken at a photon energy of 102 eV

is shown in (la) consisting of the Cu d bands (-5eV), the divalent and trivalent Yb 4f signal on
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either side of the Cu d state and also the Si 2p core-level at 4 3eV which arise from second order

photons (204 eV). The region of interest for heavy fermion characteristics is the energy interval

in the immediate vicinity of the Fermi level (EF). The divalevt portion of the Yb -,f signal extends

from EF to -3 eV in (la) with four distinct peaks in this region which represent the bulk and sur-

face 4f doublets for the 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 spin orbit components. The bulk component of the 4f7/x

level is closest to EF and is shown in the inset of (la) in a high resolution scan. The near Fermi

level (NFL) region shown in the inset of (la) includes the energy interval where the Kondo reso-

nance and the CEF sidebands should be observed. In (lb) we show GS calculations for

YbCu2Si2 (line) which include the KR and the CEF levels determined from neutron scatter-

ing.[13] Also shown in (lb) is the GS calculation cut off by a 20 K Fermi function and convo-

luted with a 65 meV Gaussian (diamonds) representing the experimental resolution. In (lc), this

Gaussian broadened GS calculation (line) is compared to the high resolution PES data (circles),

and it is clear that the calcu!ati,_n is not an accurate representation of the PES spectrum. In par-

ticular, the GS calculation is much narrower in energy, closer to EF, and asymmetric in shape than

the measured PES data. The parameters used for the GS calculation were; conduction band

width (BW)=6 eV, CEF levels at 12, 30 and 80 meV, SOS=1.29 eV, bare f-level energy (ef)=-

1.0eV and the hybridization (A)=l 7.54 meV, resulting in a TK value of-40 K in agreements with

thermodynamic measurements.

In order to demonstrate that the disagreement between GS calculation and PES data is not

limited to one material we present PES results for three heavy fermion materials in Fig. 2 along

with their associated GS calculations. The comparison for YbCu2Si2 (TK-40 K) is reproduced in

(2a) while results for YbAgCu4 (TK-100 K) are presented in (2b) and results for YbAI3 (TK-400

K) are presented in (2e). For ali three of these heavy fermions, the GS calculations (solid lines)

show large discrepancies when compared with the experimental PES data (filled circles). In gen-

eral, the GS calculations show a lineshape which is too narrow and too close to EF when com-

pares with the PES experimental results. The results from Fig. 2 would indicate that the Kondo

model, within the present GS framework, is not an appropriate description for the photoemission
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spectra of heavy fermions. The experimental resolution was 65, 60 and 45 meV respectively for

the data of Fig. 2 a-c, and the GS fitting parameters were, as stated for Fig. 1 ibr YbCU2Si2; for

YbAgCu 4 BW-6 eV, no CEF levels as determined by neutron scattering[14], SOS-1.29 eV, bare

f-level energy ef=-0.75eV, hybridization A=I 1.96 meV, resulting in a TK value of-100 K, and for

YbAI3 BW=10 eV, no CEF levels, SOS=1.29 eV, bare f-level energy ef=-0.75eV, hybridization

A--14.6 meV, resulting in a TK value of-400 K.

Results from non-linear least-squares lineshape analysis of four 4f electron materials are

presented in Fig.3. On the left side of Fig. 3 we show the PES data points (circles) along with the

full lineshape analysis for YbCu2Si2 (3a), YbAI3 (3b), LuAI3 (3c), and Yb metal (3d). The line-

shape analysis consists of two doublets for each material, one doublet representing 4f photoemis-

sion from the surface and another doublet representing 4f photoemission from the bulk. Each

double consists of a SOS 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 pair separated by 1.29 eV. The bulk emission features

are larger than the surface features and the bulk 4f7/2 level is centered on the zero of the relative

energy scale. The lineshapes used in the analysis are Doniach-Sunjiac lineshapes, convoluted with

a Gaussian to represent the experimental resolution and cut off by the appropriate Fermi function

for the Yb materials. The energy scale for the LuAl3 data is compressed by 12% to account for

the increased SOS in this material.

Although the ratios of the surface to bulk intensities varies due to differences in photon

energies and divalent/trivalent 4f distributions for the heavy fermions, it is clear from the fight side

of Fig. 3 that the bulk 4f lineshape is very similar in ali four of these materials. In particular, the

fitted bulk 4f7/2 natural line width is generally _- 100 meV (130, 75, 90, 100 meV from top to

bottom), far greater than any predicted line width of the Kondo model, and showing surprisingly

good agreement between Lu 4f levels, divalent Yb metal 4f levels, and the 4f levels of heavy fer-

mions. Furthermore, these 4f linewidths are in good agreement with our previously reported line

width of 75 meV [15] for YbAgCu 4 and this same 75 meV line width reported for YbAgCu 4 in a

recent paper [11] with 20 meV experimental resolution. These fitted natural linewidths clearly

indicate the present PES study is not limited by experimental resolution, and the 4f linewidths are
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not consistent with the Kondo scale for the Yb heavy fermions. The similarity in the fitted line-

shapes strongly suggests that the 4f emission for the four materials included in Fig. 3 is indicative

of a generalized 4f core-like lineshape for 4f materials which is independent of the any heavy fer-

mion characteristics.

Finally, we look at the temperature dependence of Yb 4f levels in an effort to better un-

derstand 4f PES photoemission and consider the large temperature variations predicted by the

Kondo model for heavy fermions. Two recent photoemission papers [9,11] claim to have ob-

served variations in Yb 4f spectral weight with temperature which are consistenl with Kondo

model NCA predictions. In ref. [5] we showed how the tempera'_ure dependence for a Ce-based

heavy fermion could be fully described by simple photoemission principles including temperature

dependent phonon broadening. In Fig. 4, we show Yb metal PES data for two temperature, 25 K

(solid line) and 250 K (filled circles). Fig. 4a shows the raw PEg data normalized to constant 4f

signal intensity, while Fig. 4b shows the bulk 4f component of the data fitting. In both the raw

data and fitted bulk 4f component, the peak height of the 4f7/2 peak is reduced by 21% as the

temperature is increased from 25 K to 250 K. Although the peak height of ali four components

has been reduced with temperature, the integrated area remains constant since ali of the spectral

features broaden with temperature. The extent of the phonon broadening is large, 130 meV in-

crease in the 4f7/2 line width (100 meV natural line width at 25 K) from 25 to 250 meV. Without

detailed quantitative analysis, the change in peak height might be interpreted as a change in spec-

tral weight. Moreover, high energy resolution and detailed analysis alone may not be enough to

determine the nature of a 4f material's temperature dependence if the photoemission spectra are

dominated by surface or mixed phase contributions. Specifically, only when the area of the bulk

component of the 4f lineshape is large compared with that of the surface component, and the two

components are clearly separable, (as in Figs. 3 and 4) is it possible to conduct detailed analysis

with meaningful confidence limits in the fitted results. Only with a combination of high energy

resolution, detailed analysis and the best possible samples obtainable is it possible to distinguish
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between simple phonon broadening which occurs in most core-levels [16], and temperature de-

pendencies unique to the manifestation of a Kondo resonance.

4. Conclusions

The extent of our criticism of the Kondo model's application to heavy fermions is strictly

limited to experimental PES works. Moreover, the model limitations are only tested within the

framework of the GS (and associated NCA) computational methods. However, within these

boundaries, we have shorten that the photoemission results for Yb-based heavy fermions can be

interpreted quite simply within a conventional 4f core-level framework. Also, for Yb heavy fer-

mions, GS calculations in present form, are not in agreement with the measured PES spectra and

thus not an adequate model for these materials. Finally, reported agreement between Yb heavy

fermion temperature dependent PES [9,1 li and NCA predictions must make a full accounting of

conventional PES temperature dependencies (as in the case of Yb metal) before attributing these

PES results to Kondo model behavior.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Photoemission EDCs and GS calculations for the heavy fermion YbCu2Si 2. (A) shows the

full valence band with Cu 3d levels (-4 to -3 eV), divalent (0 to -3eV) and trivalent (-6 to -

1leV) Yb 4flevels and the Si 2p core-level (+3.5eV) in second order above the Fermi level.

The inset for (A) shows a high resolution EDC for the near Fermi level region of YbCu2Si 2.

(B) shows a GS calculation (solid line) for YbCu2Si 2 and the experimentally broadened cal-

culation (diamonds) for comparison with data (60 meV Gaussian broadening). (C) shows

the comparison between the experimental PES work (circles) and the GS Kondo model cal-

culation (line), the agreement is poor as the calculation is far too narrow and close to the

Fermi level.

Fig. 2. Comparison of thrce PES measurements and the associated GS Kondo model calculations;

(A)YbCu2Si2, (B)YbAgCu 4, and (C)YbAI 3. The GS calculations have been cut by the ap-

propriate Fermi function and broadened for the experimental resolution. In ali cases the

agreement between calculation and experiment is poor with the calculation always too nar-

row and close to the Fermi level.

Fig. 3. Photoemission results for the 4f levels of four materials including two heavy fermions (A)

YbCu2Si2, (B) YbAI3, the Lu counterpart (C) LuAI3 to the YbAI3, and (D) divalent Yb

metal. The non-linear least-squares fitting to the data are also shown on the left side with

the bulk 4f component for each material on the fight side. The similarity in the bulk 4f line-

shape indicates a generalized 4f lineshape independent of a material's heavy fermion charac-

teristics.

Fig. 4. Photoemission EDCs (A) and lineshape analysis of the bulk 4f component (B) for divalent

Yb metal. In both cases, the integrated area of the spectra is the same but the peak height of

the bulk 4f7/2 level decreases by 21% going from 25 K (solid line) to 250 K (circles). The

resultant loss in amplitude is made up by increased line width due to phonon broadening as

the temperature of the Yb is increased. The line width increases by 130 meV between 25 K

and 250 K.
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